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Introduction. Let C(S) be the ring of continuous real valued functions on a

compact Hausdorff space S. Stone [5] shows that each bounded subset of C(S) has

a least upper bound (in C(S)) if and only if the closure of each open subset of S is

open ; in this event we call C(S) a Stone algebra. Throughout this paper C(S) is a

Stone algebra.

It is convenient to adjoin an object +00, not in C(S), and extend the partial

ordering of C(S) to C(S) u { + 00} in the obvious way. When {an : n = 1, 2,...}

is an unbounded set in C(S) we define V"=i on to be +00.

Following [6] we define a C(<S')-valued measure on a measurable space (X, 01)

to be a map m:0i-+ C(S) u { + 00} such that mE^O for each E and, if {En}

«=1,2,... is a pairwise disjoint sequence of sets in 0) then

m Û En = V   2 mE"
n = 1 n = 1 fzrx

In the special case where C(S) is identifiable with the self-adjoint part of a com-

mutative von Neumann algebra the latter condition is equivalent to

n

mE = lim 2 mEr,
r = l

where the limit is taken in the weak operator topology. But Floyd [1] gives an

example of a Stone algebra such that there is no Hausdorff vector topology in

which each bounded monotone increasing sequence converges to its least upper

bound. This pathology causes some difficulty.

In [6] a theory of Stone algebra valued measures and integrals was constructed

and in [7] this was applied to give a spectral theorem for normal operators on a

Kaplansky-Hilbert module. It is not necessary to have read these papers to under-

stand the work here although we shall use some of the results obtained in [6].

The goal of this paper is an analogue for Stone algebra valued measures of the

classical Radon-Nikodym Theorem. In a later publication I intend to discuss

applications of the results of this paper to averaging operators and to Boolean

algebras.

The following analogue of the Radon-Nikodym Theorem might be conjectured.
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Let / and m be finite C(5)-valued measures on a measurable space (X, 38) and sup-

pose that mE=0 implies IE=0. Then there exists a .^-measurable function

/: X-> R such that IE= \Ef dm for each Fe J1. It is easy to show that this is false.

Let X=S={a, b}, a two-point space, then C(S) can be identified with the space of

all ordered pairs of real numbers. Let 38 be the collection of all subsets of X. Define

measures / and m by

l{a} = m{b} = (1,0)   and   l{b} = m{a} = (0, 1).

Assume /exists and take E={a}. Then

(1,0) = /{«}=  f   fdm=f(a)(0,l)
Jla)

so that (1, 0) is a scalar multiple of (0, 1) which is impossible.

In §4 a generalization of the Radon-Nikodym Theorem is obtained. In the ex-

ample above the measures are "twisted" relative to each other. We restrict our-

selves to modular measures and are then able to define absolute continuity in such

a way as to exclude "twisting".

Modular measures are defined in §2. When a C(5)-valued measure is modular its

F"-spaces form modules over C(S) and integration with respect to the measure

is a module homomorphism of F1 into C(S).

When C(S) satisfies the countable chain condition and the measure is modular

then F2 is a Kaplansky-Hilbert module. This gives new examples of Kaplansky-

Hilbert modules. More important for our purpose is that it enables us to use

Kaplansky's powerful results.

It is now of interest to know when a Stone algebra satisfies the countable chain

condition. If 5 is the Boolean space of a complete Boolean algebra satisfying the

countable chain condition then C(5) also satisfies the countable chain condition.

It is well known that when p. is a finite real valued measure on a space (X, 38) then

La>(X, 38, p.) satisfies the countable chain condition. We show that, when m is a

finite C(5)-valued measure, if C(5) satisfies the countable chain condition then so

also does LX(X, 38, m) and thus Lco(X, 3S, m) is a Stone algebra.

For the Radon-Nikodym Theorem to hold and for L2-spaces to be Kaplansky-

Hilbert modules it is not essential that the modular measures take their values in a

Stone algebra satisfying the countable chain condition but this is a simple and

convenient condition for applications.

1. Lp-spaces. Throughout this paper, unless we state otherwise, X is a non-

empty set and 3$ is a tr-algebra of subsets of X; m: 38 -» 0(5) is a positive C(S)-

valued measure which is cr-additive in the sense defined in the introduction;

f£x(X,m) is the set of real valued w-integrable functions on X; for lg/»<oo,

Sev(X,m) is the set of J'-measurable functions / such that |/|p e £\X, m);

f£™(X, m) is the set of ^-measurable functions such that for each fe f£^(X, m)

there can be found Fe38 with mF=0 and/bounded on X—F.
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We call (X,0J,m, C(S)) a complete C(S)-measure space if mE=0 and N^E

implies N e 0¡.

Lemma 1.1. Let N' e Jf iff' /Vc E for some Ee38 such that mE=0. Let 88* be the

collection of all sets of the form B\J N where Be 01 and N e AT. Then 01* is a

c-algebra of subsets of X and there is a unique measure m*\ 0J* -*■ C(S) U { + 00}

such that m*B=mB for each Be0. Moreover (X,0J*,m*, C(S)) is a complete

C(S)-measure space and iff* is 01*-measurable there can be found a 0/-measurable

function f such that m*{x e X : f*(x)^f(x)} = 0.

The first part of the lemma is straightforward. Let/* be a positive á?*-measurable

function and {/*}, n= 1, 2,..., a monotone increasing sequence of J^-simple

functions such that f*(x) = sup fi?(x) for each x. For each n we can find a J'-simple

function fn such that fnSf* and m*{x : fin(x)<fi*(x)}=0. Let fi= sup fin then

fSfi* and

00

{x : fi*(x) * f(x)} = {J{x: f(x) < f*(x)}
n = l

n = l

So m*{x : f(x) ¥:fi*(x)} = 0 and the result follows.

Lemma 1.2. For lSpS<^, f£v(X, m) is a vector lattice.

This is a trivial consequence of the definition of ¿£P(X, m) and the inequality,

valid for 1 Sp<<x>,

\f+g\p s (\fi\ + \g\y s 2p(\f\p+\g\p).

When fand g are á?-measurable functions fis said to be equivalent to g,f~g, if

m{x : fi(x)^=g(x)} = 0. It is easy to verify that this does define an equivalence

relation; that/~g iff/-g~0; and that the collection of functions equivalent to 0

is a subspace of Xp(X, m). We define LP(X, m) to be the quotient of £CP(X, m) by

this equivalence relation, then LP(X, m) is a vector lattice with respect to the in-

duced vector operations and partial ordering. Although f£p(X, m) may be properly

contained in Sf(X, m*) it follows from Lemma 1.1 that LP(X, m)=LP(X, m*).

For the rest of this paper, unless we specify otherwise, f£p(X) is =Sf "(X, m*) and

L"(X) is Lp(X, m) = Lp(X, m*).

When/is a áa?*-measurable function we define [/] to be the set of all ^-measur-

able functions equivalent to/. This notation will sometimes be misused by writing/

for [/] and, when [/] = £, by writing £ for/.

As in classical measure theory the essential supremum of the modulus of a

function is defined by

ess sup l/l = inf {A e R* : m{x : |/(x)| > A} = 0}.
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A measurable function on X is in ¿¿""(X, m) if and only if its modulus has a finite

essential supremum. The essential supremum of the modulus of a function defines

a seminorm on f£°°(X, m) which induces a norm on Lco(X, m).

Lemma 1.3. When La(X) is given the essential supremum norm and the natural

multiplication it is a Banach algebra and is isometrically isomorphic to the algebra

of all real valued continuous functions on some compact Hausdorff space.

Let B'D(X) be the algebra of bounded real valued ^-measurable functions on X

equipped with the supremum norm and let J( be the subspace of BX(X) consisting

of functions vanishing outside a set of zero w-measure. Then BX(X) is the self-

adjoint part of a commutative C*-algebra and so isometrically isomorphic to

C(K) for some compact Hausdorff K. Further Ji is a closed ideal and LX(X) can

be identified in a natural way with B"'(X)/M. The result follows by verifying that

this identification induces the same norm on Va (X) as the essential supremum

norm.

Lemma 1.4. Letfe SC"(X, m) and g e 3">(X, m) where I <p < oo and l/p+l/q=l

thenfg e 2\X, m) and \fg\ ^-1|/|"+?-1|g|«.

When 0<A<1 and a and ß are positive real numbers the inequality aA/31_A

gAa + (l-A)j8 is well known. Put « = |/(x)|p, ß=\g(x)\" and A=l/p then the re-

quired inequality follows. Thus fg is a measurable function dominated by a function

in <e\X, m) sofg is in <£\X, m).

We observe that if/e &*(X) and g e f£*(X) thenfg e Se>(X). For any measur-

able/and g we define [f][g] to be [fg].

Lemma 1.5. Let l</»<oo and l/p+l/q=l. If fsSe*(X,m) and g e £">(X, m)

then

¡x \fg\ dm è (£ |/|p dmJP(jx \g\< dm}"*.

Let T be a subset of X with m Y< +oo and let a and b be positive elements of

LX'(Y, m). By Lemma 1.3 we may identify L™(Y, m) with C(E) for some compact

Hausdorff space F. Misusing our notation, we define T: C(E) -* C(5) by FA

= Jy A dm.
For each se S the map A-»-(FA)(s) is a positive linear functional on C(E). Let

p.s be the unique (real valued) Baire measure on F such that

f A dp. = (Th)(s)   for each A e C(E).
Je

By the classical Holder inequality,

jEabdp.s ¿ (Jt*dto)ll\jg*<fa)1'''-
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So

(Tab)(s) S (Tap)llp(s)(Tb")ll!>(s).

Thus

¡Yabdms(lapdm)llP(lbf.

Let fe ¿?P(X, m) and g e ^Cq(X, m). Then we can find monotone increasing

sequences of positive simple functions {/„}, n— 1,2,... and {gn}, «=1,2,... such

that/, -^ l/l and gn -*■ |g|. For each «, /„ and gn vanish outside a set of finite

«z-measure and are bounded functions. So

jxfingndm S (jxfidm)llP(jx&dm)llq

- (5x^'dm)1"(Llglq(bn)1"''

By Proposition 3.3 of [6]

V f fngndm= f \fig\dm.
n=ljx JX

This completes the proof.

We introduce the notation <f>([f])=Sxfdm* forfeSe\X, m*).

Lemma 1.6. IflSp<oo andfi g are in S£P(X), then

4>(\fi+g\pyip ^ wn*+<i>(\gn,p-
The inequality is trivial when p= 1. Suppose 1 </z and let q=p/(p—l) so that

l/p+l/q=l. Since If+g]"'1 is in £f"(X) we have by Lemma 1.5

m+gi'-'ifi) = ̂ (i/+gi(p-i)rv(i/ip)i,j'
- w+gi'y-vwn»-

But

4>(\f+g\p) S </>(\fi+g\p-1\fi\)+4>(\.f+g\p-1\g\).
So

W+gl*) = <K\f+g\')1-1"W.\f\')1"+<K\g\')1"}

and the result follows.

It is now clear that for 1 Sp<x> we can define a seminorm || ||p on f£p(X) by

defining ||/||p to be the norm of </>(\fi\p)llp as an element of C(S). Then || ||p

induces a norm on LP(X) which we will also denote by ||    ||p.

Order limits and order sums were defined in [6] as follows. If {ar}, r= 1, 2,..., is

a C(5)-valued sequence and

OO OO 00 CO

V   A Or = A    V or
n=lr=n n=lr=n
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then this common value is LIM ar. Further 2r a, is the order limit of the partial

sums {2JlaT}, n=l,2, —

Proposition 1.1. Let /„ e f£v(X) for n= I, 2,... where 1 a/»<oo and suppose

1i <p(\fn\p)llp<^- Then there is anfe ^"(X) such that

p\ Upi n p\ Up

LlM^f-^fr   J     =0

Let gn(x) = '2î \f(x)\ for each xeX. Then, by repeated applications of Lemma

1.6,

i

By hypothesis there exists b e C(5) such that

V   2   ̂ il/r|P)1,P = b-
n-1 T

So xj>(gt)ikbv for all n.

Let g(x) = sup gn(x) for each x e X. By Proposition 3.3 of [6]

<p(gp) -  V <K&) = b".

Let F={x : g(x)=4-oo} then m*E=0.   For x$E, 2? \fr(x)\ is convergent. Let

f(x) = ITfr(x) for x £ F and/(x) = 0 for x e F. So |/|págp and thus/e -S?P(X).

We have {|/-2ï/|p}> n=l, 2,..., converges pointwise to zero, except in F, and

each term is dominated by (|/| + |g|)p^2p|g|p. By Proposition 3.5 of [6] it follows

that LIMn ^(|/—2"/r|p) exists and is zero. It follows from Lemma 1.1 of [6] that

LIMní¿(|/-2i/|p)1,p = 0.

Proposition 1.2. Ifl^p<oo then L"(X) is a Banach space with respect to ||    ||p.

Let 2r°°=i/r be such that 2? II/IIp<0°- Then it follows from Proposition 1.1

that there exists fe ^"(X) such that

(n        p\ Up

/-Is* ) =0-

It follows from the proof of Proposition 1.1 that we can suppose

/(x) = lim ¿ZOO
»    i

and that 2T \fr(x)\ is convergent almost everywhere.
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Choose a positive real number e. There exists N=N(e) such that 2r°°=w ll/rL<E-

For any l>m>N we have

So

(i      p\ up      i

Zfr g   2¿(|/r|P)1'P.
r=m        / r=m

2/1    ¿1|/,|,$«.
r = m       ||p        r = m

By Proposition 3.4 of [6]

So

¿(lim    ÍfrP)= LIM INF</>[  2 / P\ =g £p.

(m-l       p\

/- 2 / já *p.

Thus ||/—2T  1/||p^£ whenever m>N=N(e). Thus LP(X) is a Banach space.

2. Modular measures. To avoid some rather dull pathology we shall assume

for the rest of this paper that each set of infinite measure contains a set of finite

nonzero measure, that is, if A e 38 such that mA = + oo then there exists F<= A such

that 0<mF<mA.

Lemma 2.1. Letge g™ (X, 3S,rri) such that \xgjdm=0far eachfe Se\X,38,m).

Then [g] = 0.

Let F={x 6 X : g(x)>0}. Theng(2Xe- l)=g+ +g~ = \g\- For each/e <e\X, m)

the function (2Xe- l)/e i?1^. m) and so

£ \g\fdm = £g(2Xj!-l)/<foi=0.

Let An = {x e X : \g\(x)^l/n}. If mAn^0 then there exists a set F^An such that

0<mF< +00. Then J"x |g|vf dm = 0 and so mF/n = 0, that is, mF=0. Therefore the

assumption that mAn + 0 is false and so [g] = 0.

Lemma 2.2. If there exists a function ir: C(S) -^■La>(X, m) such that

J   Tr(a)fdm = a    fdm  for all a e C(S)

and allfe LX(X, m) then -n is unique and n is an algebra homomorphism.

Suppose irx and tt2 are two such functions. For each a e 0(5) and all feL1(X, m)

(^1(0) —^2(0)) fdm = a    fdm —a    fdm = 0.
Jx Jx Jx

So, by Lemma 2.1,7r1(a)=7r2(a). Thus n is unique.
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For each a, be C(S) and all feV-(X, m)

■n(ab)f dm = ab     fdm = a     Ti(b)fdm =      Tr(d)Tr(b)f dm.
Jx Jx Jx Jx

Then, by Lemma 2.1, Tr(ab)=Tr(a)Tr(b). A similar argument shows that 77 is linear.

We observe that if a is a positive element of C(S) then 77(a) = 7r(a1,2a1/2)=7r(a1'2)2

2:0. So it is a positive linear map and thus bounded with ||tt|| = ||w(l)|| = 1.

Definition 2.1. Let m be a C(5)-valued measure on (X, 0Í). If there exists an

algebra homomorphism it: C(S) -*■ LX(X, m) such that

Tr(a)fdm = a    f dm

for all a e C(S) and all/e L1(X, m) then m is a modular measure (with respect to tt).

It follows from Lemma 2.2 that tt is unique.

It is clear that when m is modular with respect to 77 then m* is also modular

with respect to 77.

When m is a modular measure with respect to 77 we write a- [/] for Tr(a)[f}. It is

then apparent thatLp(Z) is a module over C(S). Further, when c/S: L\X) -*■ C(S) is

defined by </>(f) = $xfdm, </> is a module homomorphism of L}(X) into C(S).

Proposition 2.1. Let m be a C(S)-valued measure on (X, 01) which is modular

with respect to tt. Then there exists an idempotent e e C(S) such that

(i) 77(a) = 0 if and only if ' a=ea.

(ii) \xfdm e (1 -e)C(S)for eachfe L\X, m).

(iii) tt is an algebra isomorphism of(l—e)C(S) into Lco(X, m).

Let SF={a eC(S) ¡Oáagl and a\xf dm=0 for allfeL\X, m)}. Let e = \J SF

then 1 ïï e and so e ̂  e2. If b e ¡F then b112 e & and so e2 ̂  b. Thus e2 ̂  e ̂  e2, that is,

<? is an idempotent.

For each positive fe L1(X, m), e\xf dm = \J {b\xfdm : be¡F} = 0, and so

eeSF. Since \x Tr(e)fdm = e \xfidm = 0 for all/e L1(X, m), it follows from Lemma

2.1 that 77(e) = 0.

Suppose 7r(a) = 0. Because 77 is a lattice homomorphism 77(|a|) = |7r(a)|=0. So

\a\ f fdm = f n(\a\)fdm = 0
Jx Jx

for all fie L1(X, m). Hence |a|/(||a|| + \)e&r and thus e|a| = |a|. So a=ea.

Since e is an element of IF it follows that

i
fdm e (1 -e)C(S)   for each/e L^JT, w).

x

We observe that Tr((l—e)a)=0 if and only if (1 — e)a=e(l —e)a=0. This com-

pletes the proof.
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Proposition 2.2. Let X be a compact Hausdorff space and n: C(5) -*■ C(X) an

algebra homomorphism. Let T: C(X) -*■ C(S) be a positive linear map such that

T(rr(a)f) = aTf for all aeC(S) andfeC(X). Let m be the unique quasi-regular

C(S)-valued Borel measure on X such that

Ifdm = Tf for allfe C(X).

Let N be the natural map ofC(X) into LX(X, m). Then m is a modular measure with

respect to N ° it.

The existence, uniqueness and quasi-regularity of m follows from Theorem 4.1

of [6].

Let/* be a positive bounded lower semicontinuous function on X and let a be a

positive element of C(S). Then

a f /* dm = a[v { f g dm : O Ú g â f* and g e C(X)X\

= V {a\jdm • ° = S èf*andgeC(X)}

= \J{aTg:Ougèf* andgeC(X)}

= V {£ <ct)g dm:Oïgïf*andge C(AT)}

dm= £-(<*)/*

since (rr(d)g : O^g^f* and ge C(X), ^> is an increasing net which converges

pointwise to Tr(d)f*.

Let BCB(X) he the bounded Borel functions on X and let si0 he the subalgebra

of Bco(X) consisting of all functions of the form/* -g* where/* andg* are positive

bounded lower semicontinuous functions.

Consider the collection of all algebras si such that (1) siQ^si<=.B'a(X) and

(2)/e si and a e C(S) implies a ¡xfdm=¡x Tr(a)fdm. Since sic, is in the collection,

the collection is not empty. By Zorn's Lemma there is a maximal such algebra,

J(, say. By appealing to the generalised Dominated Convergence Theorem proved

in [6] we can show that the algebra of all functions which are pointwise limits of

uniformly bounded sequences of functions in J( is in the collection. It follows

from the maximality of J( that the pointwise limit of a uniformly bounded se-

quence of functions in Jt is in J(. Hence J( = B'*(X). It now follows that m is

modular with respect to N °n.

This provides us with examples of modular measures. We shall now give a simple

example of a measure which is not modular. In the introduction we defined

measures / and m in the special case where ^=5={a, b} a two-point space. It is

easy to verify that these measures are both modular but we shall show that l+2m
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is not modular. Suppose l+2m is modular with respect to 77. Let x and y be distinct

real numbers and let 7r(;c, y) = (c, d). Let /: {a, b} -> R be defined by f(a) = 1 and

f(b) = 0. Then, by the supposed modularity of I+2m,

f      (c,d)fd(l+2m) = (x,y)\     f d(l+2m).

So

cfi(a)(l,2) + df(b)(2, I) = (x,y)[f(a)(l,2)+fi(b)(2, I)].

Thus (c, 2c) = (x, 2v) and so x=y which is a contradiction. It follows that l+m is

not modular.

Let e be an element of C(S). We call e a projection or idempotent when e = e2,

that is, when e is the characteristic function of a clopen subset of S. Let {E¡ :jeJ}

he a family of clopen subsets of S and let E he the closure of IJ E¡. Then F is a

clopen set and is the least upper bound of {E¡ : j eJ} in the Boolean algebra of

clopen subsets of S. Further, xe is the least upper bound in C(S) of the family

{xe, -JeJ}-
We say {e,- : j e J} is a family of orthogonal projections in C(S) when the functions

e¡ are idempotents such that e¡ek = 0 when jj=k, that is, they are characteristic

functions of pairwise disjoint clopen subsets of S.

Proposition 2.3. Let{e¡ : j e J} be a family of orthogonal projections in C(S) and

let e=\J {e¡ : j e J}. Let m be a modular measure with respect to tt. Let lSp<oo and

fie£>p(X). Ifej[f] = Tr(e})[f] = Ofor each je J then e-[fi] = 0.

We recall from the concluding remark of Lemma 2.2 that since 77 is an algebra

homomorphism it is a positive linear map.

We observe

e, f  l/l* am* =  f  Ke,)/|" dm* = 0.
Jx Jx

Thus

e f  |/|*a>w* = V e, [  \f\p dm* = 0.
Jx M      Jx

But

f \Tr(e)f\p dm* = f T,(e)\fi\pdm* = e [ \f\p dm*.
Jx Jx Jx

The result follows.

Complex Fp-spaces. We define f£p(X, m, C) to be the set of complex valued

measurable functions/on A'such that |/| e f£p(X, m) and define the pseudonorm

off to be the pseudonorm of |/| as an element of f£p(X, m). It causes no clash with

earlier notation if we denote the pseudonorm on ^CP(X, m, C) by ||    ||„. Let LP(X)
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be the quotient of ¿¡?"(X, m, C) by the kernel of the pseudonorm || ||p. Each

element of L"(X) is of the form f + zV? where £ and r¡ are elements of L"(X) and

max(U\\P,\\r,\\v)i H + iv\\pS U\\,+ U\p,

so a sequence in V(X) converges iff its real and imaginary parts converge. Thus

LP(X) is a complex Banach space in which LP(X) is naturally embedded. Further,

when misa modular measure, V(X) is a module over C(5), the ring of continuous

complex-valued functions on 5.

Let <p(f) = <p(@(f)) + i<p(J(f)) forfe L\X). Then </> is a module homomorphism

of V-(X) into C(S) when m is a modular measure.

In [7] a pre-Kaplansky-Hilbert module over C(5) is defined to be a module K

over C(S) equipped with a C(5)-valued "inner product" such that for x, y, z in K

and a, b in C(5)

(l)(x,y) = (y,xr
(2) (ax+bz, y) = a(x, y) + b(z, y)

(3) (x, x)^0 with (x, x) = 0 only if x=0.

Lemma 2.3. Let m be a modular measure. Then L2(X) is a pre-Kaplansky-Hilbert

module over C(S) when the inner product is defined by (f g) = <f>(fg*).

3. Ample measures. A Kaplansky-Hilbert module over 0(5) is a pre-Kap-

lansky-Hilbert module over 0(5) satisfying three completeness conditions, see [4].

On inspecting the definition of a Kaplansky-Hilbert module we see that when m

is a modular measure the pre-Kaplansky-Hilbert module L2(X) satisfies two of the

completeness conditions.

(1) L2(X) is a Banach space with respect to the norm induced by the inner

product.

(2) Let {e¡ : jeJ} be a family of orthogonal projections in 0(5) with

e = V {e, -J^d}.

Then it follows from Lemma 2.1 that if | e L2(X) and e;£ = 0 for all jeJ then

So L2(X) will be a Kaplansky-Hilbert module iff it satisfies the third complete-

ness condition i.e.

(3) Let {e3 : j eJ} be a family of orthogonal projections in C(S) with V e¡=l.

Let {£, : j eJ} be a norm bounded family in L2(X). Then there exists £ e L2(X)

such that e,■■ £ = e¡ ■ £t for all / e J.

Definition 3.1. A C(5)-valued measure m is ample (with respect to v) when m is

modular (with respect to n) and L2(X) is a Kaplansky-Hilbert module.

It is clear that a modular measure m is ample iff condition (3) above is satisfied.

Definition 3.2. Let if be any lattice. £? satisfies the upper (lower) countable

chain condition if, when if is a nonempty subset of if which is bounded above

(below), then there is a countable set <S^c ¥ such that ^ and Sf have the same set
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of upper (lower) bounds. J£? satisfies the countable chain condition when S? satisfies

both the upper and lower countable chain conditions.

In the special case where JSP is a Boolean algebra this is equivalent to the con-

dition that each set of pairwise disjoint elements of ¿if be countable. This equiva-

lence is proved by Halmos in §14 of [2].

The following proposition gives a convenient sufficient condition for a measure

to be ample.

Proposition 3.1. Let m be a C(S)-valued modular measure. If the Boolean

algebra of clopen subsets of S satisfies the countable chain condition then m is ample.

Let {e¡ : j e J} be a family of orthogonal projections in C(S) with V iei '■ JeJ}

= 1. By hypothesis J is countable and so may be assumed to be the set of natural

numbers.

Let {/} j= 1, 2,... be a sequence in £?2(X) and suppose there exists a constant

M such that \\fj\\2SM for each/ Then

2 #firffim = S eáif?)112 = M%e,.
i=i i=i i=i

Thus 2l=i </>(erff)ll2SMl. By Proposition 1.1 there exists fe±?2(X) such that

2\ 1/2

LIM

Thus

Thus

(n 2\ 1/2

|/-|>/;  )     =0.

(I n 2\ 1/2

\f-J,erfi j    =°-

LIM^(|er./-er./r|2)1'2 = 0.
n

So er-[f} = er ■[/;].

It now follows that L2(X) satisfies all the completeness conditions necessary for

it to be a Kaplansky-Hilbert module so z« is an ample measure.

Proposition 3.2. Let S be extremally disconnected. The Boolean algebra of

clopen subsets of S satisfies the countable chain condition if and only ifiC(S) satisfies

the condition.

It is clear that if C(S) satisfies the countable chain condition then so does the

Boolean algebra of idempotents in C(S).

Suppose the Boolean algebra of clopen subsets of S satisfies the countable chain

condition. Let {at :jeJ}hea family of functions in C(S) which is bounded above

by a constant M. For each real number r we define the following sets :

0(j, r) = {s e 5 : a,(s) > r),       K(j, r) = cl (0(j, r)),       K(r) = cl ¡(JO(j, r)).

Then K(r) and K(j, r) are clopen and K(r) = \/jeJ K(j, r).
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Observe that rx<r2 implies K(rx)^>K(r2). If r>M and K(r)^0 then a,(s)>M

for some/' and s, which is false. So an upper bounded finite-valued function can be

defined by

a(s) = sup {p : pis rational and s 6 K(p)}.

We show that a is continuous and the least upper bound of {a, : j e J}.

If r < a(s) then s e K(r). If se K(t) then a(s) ^ t so a(s) < t implies 5 xf K(t). For

each open interval (r, t),

{s:r<a(s)<t} = (J_\K[r+^-K{i-^)

and so a is continuous.

If Oj(s) > p where p is rational then s e K(p) and so a(s) =ï p. Thus a is an upper

bound for {a, :jej}. Let b be another upper bound and suppose a(s0)>b(s0) for

some s0 e 5. Let p be a rational strictly between a(s0) and b(s0). Then s0 e K(p). Let

[/ be the open set {se S : a(s)>p>b(s)}. We have a}(s)^b(s)<p for each se U

and so U r\ 0(j, p)= 0 for each j e J. Thus s0 is not in the closure of (JjeJ 0(j, p)

that is, s0$ F(/>). This contradiction shows that a is the least upper bound.

Let p be rational. Because the Boolean algebra of clopen subsets of 5 satisfies

the countable chain condition we can choose a countable set J(p)cJ such that

V {K(j, p):je7(p)} = V {W p):J* J}-

Let /= (J {J(p) : p is rational} then / is countable and K(p) = V {K(j, p) : je 1} for

each rational p. It follows, by repeating the construction in the first part of the

proof, that a is the least upper bound of {ay : j e /} which is a countable subset of

{a, : j e J}. This establishes the result.

When C(5) is isomorphic to a commutative von Neumann algebra over a

separable Hilbert space or, equivalently, when C(S)^LX(X, p) where p. is a finite

real valued measure, then 0(5) satisfies the countable chain condition.

Let F™[0, 1] be the bounded Borel measurable functions on [0, 1] and let M be

the functions in F^fO, 1] which vanish outside a meagre set. Then F^ffj, I\/M is

isomorphic to C(S) where 5 is the Boolean space of the Boolean algebra of regular

open subsets of [0, 1]. This Stone algebra satisfies the countable chain condition

and is not isomorphic to any von Neumann algebra.

Proposition 3.3. Let m be a C(S)-valued measure which is not required to be

modular. If 0(5) satisfies the countable chain condition then so also does L\X).

Further, ifLl(X) satisfies the countable chain condition and m is a finite measure then

L°°(X) is a Stone algebra satisfying the countable chain condition.

Let (£, : j e 7, ^ ) be an increasing net in LX(X) which is bounded above by an

element of V-(X). Then (</>((■)) : jeJ, á ) is an increasing net in C(S) which has a

least upper bound b. Because 0(5) satisfies the countable chain condition we can

find a countable set /^7 such that b is the least upper bound of {<f>(£}) : j e /}.
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Enumerate /, {/(l), z'(2),...} and define, inductively, a countable subset {j(l),

j(2),...} of J such that <fi(r) ^ <fj(r) for each r and {inn) r=l,2,... is a monotonie

sequence. Then V™=i <l>(£nr\) = b. % the Monotone Convergence Theorem, Prop-

osition 3.3 of [6], there exists [/] e L1(X) such that if/ e £, for each j then {/(r)}

r= 1, 2,... converges to/pointwise almost everywhere as r -> co and </>(f) = b.

Now we must show that [/] is the least upper bound of the <f;. Clearly no smaller

element of L1(X) will do. Let neJ. Then define inductively, as above, an increasing

sequence {îkW} r=l,2,... such that

£wo ^ £. V &(r)   forr = 1,2,....

Then there is a [g] ̂  fn in L1(X) such that

00

¿(f)  =   V #¿«r>)  =  *
7 = 1

and [g] ̂  [/]. Since ftg-f) = b-b = 0 this implies [/] = [g] ä f„

It follows from this result and the fact that L1(X) is a lattice that each nonempty

subset of L1(X) which is bounded above has a countable subset with the same least

upper bound.

Suppose Ll(X) satisfies the countable chain condition and m is a finite measure.

Then La'(X)<=L1(X) and so LX(X) satisfies the countable chain condition. Since

L'°(X)^C(E), where Fis a compact Hausdorff space, and, since Lco(X) is bound-

edly a-complete, Lœ(X) is a Stone algebra. This completes the proof.

We have shown that a sufficient condition for a modular measure to be ample is

that it takes its values in a Stone algebra satisfying the countable chain condition.

This condition is simple and convenient for applications but is not necessary. We

give a further sufficient condition for a measure to be ample. Since no use is made

of this result we suppress the rather tedious proof.

Definition 3.3. C(S) satisfies the local countable chain condition if there is a

family of pairwise disjoint clopen sets {E¡ : j ej} such that

(1) C(E,) satisfies the countable chain condition.

(2) \/{£,:./e./} = S.
Kaplansky shows in §10 of [3] that any von Neumann algebra satisfies the local

countable chain condition.

Proposition 3.4. Let X, S, tt and T satisfy the hypotheses of Proposition 2.2

and suppose that C(S) satisfies the local countable chain condition. Let m be the

measure constructed in Proposition 2.2. Then there is a a-algebra 01 which contains

the Borel sets and a measure I on 01 such that lE=mE for each Borel set E and I is

ample.

If C(S) is isomorphic to a von Neumann algebra in Proposition 3.4 then m is

regular. The regularity of m can be used to show that each element of 0Í is of the

form fiu N where B is a Borel set and N<=-E where F is a Borel set and mE=0. It

follows that L2(X, m)=L2(X, I) and so m is ample.
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4. Absolute continuity and the generalized Radon-Nikodym Theorem. In this

section / and m are modular C(5)-valued measures on a measurable space (X, 38).

They are finite measures, that is, IX e C(5) and mXe C(S). When /is any real

valued ^-measurable function let [/], ([/]m) be the set of J'-measurable functions

differing from/only on sets of zero /-measure (w-measure).

Suppose EeSS and mE = 0 implies lE=0. Then [/]mc [f]¡ and so a natural map

N:Lm(X, m)->Lm(X, I) can be defined by N[f]m=[f]¡. N is an algebra homo-

morphism onto L°°(X, I).

Definition 4.1. /is absolutely continuous with respect to m (modulo tt) when

(1) If Ee 3Û and mE=0 then IE=0.

(2) The map tt: C(S) ->■ Lco(X, m) is an algebra homomorphism such that m is

modular with respect to tt and / is modular with respect to N °tt.

Lemma 4.1. Let I be absolutely continuous with respect to m (modulo tt) then l+m

is modular with respect to tt.

We have (l+m)E=0 iff /F=0 and mE=0 and thus (l+m)E = 0 iff mE=0. So

[g]m = [g]i + m whenever g is measurable. Thus Lco(X, m)=Lcc(X, l+m). Also

¡xgd(l+m) exists iff ¡xgdl and $xgdm exist. So Se*(X, l+m) = Sev(X, I)

n <ep(X, m) for lg/»<oo.

Let aeC(5) and suppose Tr(a) = [g]m=[g]i+m where g is bounded. Let he

<£X(X, l+m)=<e\X, I) n S£\X, m). Then

j  TT(a)hd(l+m) =     ghdl+\  ghdm
Jx Jx Jx

=  \   N ° 7r(a)A dl+     -rr(a)h dm
Jx Jx

= a     h dl+a     A dm

= a      hd(l+m).

Definition 4.2. / is amply absolutely continuous with respect to m (modulo n)

when / is absolutely continuous with respect to m (modulo tt) and the 7r-modular

measure l+m is ample.

We note that if 0(5) satisfies the countable chain condition and l+m is a modu-

lar measure then l+m is ample. So when 0(5) satisfies the countable chain con-

dition Definition 4.2 is superfluous.

Lemma 4.2. Let q be an ample modular measure and let H: L2(X) -> 0(5) be a

module homomorphism which is continuous when L2(X) and 0(5) are given their

norm topologies. Then there is a unique £ e L2(X) such that

Hf= [ f$dq   forallfeL2(X).
Jx
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Each element of L2(X) can be expressed uniquely in the form/+ ig where/and g

are in L2(X). So A: L2(X) -> C(S) can be defined by h(f+ig) = Hf+iHg. Then A

is a module homomorphism of L2(X), regarded as a module over C(S), into C(S).

We have

iiA(/+/f)ii = w\\+\\m

á2||/y|||(f (f2+g2)dq)m\
II vx /

So A is a bounded operator.

Since F2(A') is a Kaplansky-Hilbert module it now follows from Theorem 5 of

[4] that there is a unique £ = £-1-/77 such that

h(z) = f zl* dq   for all z e L2(X).

Thus

Hf = JV¿ dq - i j fy dq   for all fe L2(X).

Since // is C(S)-valued the result follows.

We now come to the main result.

Theorem 4.1. Let I and m be finite C(S)-valued measures on the measurable

space (X, 01). Let I be amply absolutely continuous with respect to m. Then there is a

positive 01-measurable function fi such that

IE =     fdm   for each E (

Let 77: C(S)->LX(X, m) be such that m is 77-modular and I is N o 77-modular,

where N is the natural map of LX(X, m) onto LX(X, I). By Lemma 4.1, l+m is

7r-modular. Also [gm] = [g]i+m for each ^-measurable g and f£2(X, l+m) =

se\x, I) n Se2(X, m).
Let [g]i+m eL2(X, l+m) then g e f£2(X, m). Appealing to Lemma 1.5 we have

that \x g dm exists and

[ g dm I S (Í g2 dm\V2(mX)112.

So we can define H: L2(X, l+m) -> C(S) by H[g]l + m=$x g dm. Since l+m and z«

are modular with respect to 77, H is a module homomorphism. Further

\\H[g], + m\\ Ú \\(mXy<2\\^xg2d(l+m)}

1/2

Thus H is a bounded linear operator.
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By Lemma 4.2 there exists A e f£2(X, l+m) such that

H[g]l+m = j^ghd(l+m).

Let E0={xeX : A(x)^0} and

En = {xeX: h(x) ä 1 + l/n)   for n = 1,2,....

Then

mE0 = f   hd(l+m) g 0
Je0

and

m£„ = j   hd(l+m) ^ (l +±\(lEn + mEn)

so 0^(1+n-1)lEn + n-1mEn.

It follows that we may assume without loss of generality that 0 < A(x) ̂  1 for all

xe X. Then 1/A is a well defined measurable function.

Let Ee38. Fix an arbitrary natural number n and let

Fr = {xeE: n/(r+1) < A(x) ^ n/r}

for each natural number r. For all x e Fr we have r/n S l/h(x) <(r+ l)/n. So

(1) -mFr-¿ [  \dm< — mFr.
n JFr AA        =   n

Also

4t (l+m)Fr ú Í  A d(l+m) = mFr-¿ - (l+m)Fr.
+ 1 Jf, •"r+]

Thus

(2) rmFr/n è (l+m)Fr ^ (r+l)mFr/n.

From (1) and (2) we have

1 f       1 1
— mFT ^      xf, T dm - (I+m)Fr á - wFr.

zz Jx      h n

By this inequality and Proposition 3.3 of [6] we find

Ç  l | r  i
T a/w exists and   (/ 4- zzz)F-     T dm

Je h Í Jsh ú - \\mX\
n

Since zz is arbitrary this gives IE=\E (1/A- 1) dm.

Using Theorem 4.1 we obtain an analogue of the Hahn Decomposition Theorem.

In the following lemmas and theorem X is a compact Hausdorff space and C(X)

the ring of continuous real valued functions on X, and Bq(X) the ring of bounded

Baire functions on X.
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Lemma 4.3. Let T: C(X) -> C(S) be a bounded linear operator. Then there exist

positive linear operators T+ and T~ such that T=T+ —T~ and if T=P—Q where

P and Q are positive operators then P^T+ and Q^T~. Further, if n : C(S) -> C(X)

is an algebra homomorphism such that T(Tr(a)f) = aTffor each a e C(S) andfe C(X)

then T+(rr(a)f)=aT+fiand T-(Ma)f) = aT-ffor each a e C(S) and fie C(X).

For each positive fe C(X) the set {T(h) : OShSf&nd he C(X)} is a subset of

C(S) which is bounded above and so has a least upper bound and so we define

T+f = V {Th : 0 S h S /and h e C(X)}.

Then F+ is additive on the positive cone of C(X) and, when 77 exists, T+(Tr(a)f)

=aT+f for each positive a e C(S).

For an arbitrary element g of C(X) we define

T+g = T+(g+\\g\\)-\\g\\T+l.

Let T~ =T+ — T. Then T+ and T~ have the required properties.

Lemma 4.4. Let m be a C(S)-valued Baire measure on the compact Hausdorff

space X. Suppose h is a bounded Baire measurable function on X such that fx hg dm

^0 whenever g is a positive element of C(X). Then «^0 except on a set of zero

m-measure.

Let </>(g)=\x hg dm for each g e C(X). Then </> is a positive linear C(5)-valued

map. So by Theorem 4.1 of [6] there is a unique C(S)-valued Baire measure q such

that <f>(g)=jx g dq for each g e C(X).

Let BôiX) he the set of bounded Baire measurable functions on A'and let

r = [feBZ(X) : jjdq = j^fidmj-

Then C(X)<z-"T. Also the pointwise limit of a uniformly bounded sequence of

functions in "F" is a function in ir.

Consider the collection of all algebras si such that C(X)^si<=i/*. Order this

family by set inclusion. It follows by a Zorn's Lemma argument that there is a

maximal algebra Jt. The algebra Ji whose elements are the pointwise limits of

uniformly bounded sequences of functions in J( is in the collection and contains

JÍ. Since J¿ is maximal we have J(=Jt. Hence J(=B%(X) and so /t" = BÔ(X).

Let Dn = {x : h(x)S -l/n} then

f   h dm =  i   dq = qDn ̂  0.
JD„ JDn

So -mDJn^O and thus «2 (J£=i F>n = 0. The result follows.

Theorem 4.2. Suppose C(S) satisfies the countable chain condition or is iso-

morphic to a von Neumann algebra. Let tt: C(S) -> C(X) be an algebra homomor-

phism. Let T: C(X) -> C(S) be a bounded linear map such that, for all a e C(S) and
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fe C(X), TTr(a)f=aTf Let m+ and m' be the unique C(S)-valued Baire measures

on X corresponding to T+ and T~. Then there is a Baire set A such that

m*E = m+EC\A   and   m'E = m~E C\(X—A)

for each Baire set E.

Let \m\=m+ +m~. Then it follows from Theorem 4.1 that there is a positive

Baire measurable function g such that

j fdm* = j fg d\m\   for all/e B?(X).

So

j fdnr = j f(\ -g) d\m\   for all/e B?(X).

We can suppose without loss of generality that 1 —g is positive. So Oág^ 1.

We have Tf=¡xf(2g-l)d\m\ for fe C(X). Let A={xe X : g(x)^$. Then

Tf=\ f\2g-l\d\m\-\     /|2*-l|rfM-
Ja Jx-a

It follows from Lemma 4.3 that when/is a positive element of C(X),

T+fS jAf\2g-l\d\m\.

So

{(2g- l)xA-g)fd\m\ ä 0   for all positive/in C(X).1IX
Appealing to Lemma 4.4 we have

(1) XAg-Xx-Ag-XA ^ 0

except on a set of zero |zw|-measure. Multiplying both sides of (1) by xa and

recalling that gal we have xAg=XA almost everywhere. Multiplying both sides

of (1) by xx-a and recalling that O^g we have Xx-Ag=0 almost everywhere.

Thus g=g(xA+Xx-A)=XA except on a set of zero |zzj|-measure.

The theorem follows.

I wish to thank Dr. D. A. Edwards for suggesting the problem considered in this

paper and for his helpful advice and criticism.
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